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chemical differentiation of obsidian within the glass ... - abbreviated naa procedure was also successful at
assigning the artifacts to the diÃ¯Â¬Â€erent subsources at glass buttes. 2001 academic press keywords: oregon,
geochemical fingerprinting, naa, glass buttes, obsidian chapter 12 glass buttes, oregon: 14,000 years of ... glass buttes area. the oregon department of environmental quality (deq) reports that mercury-bearing cinnabar was
first discovered at glass buttes in 1933, and small-scale mining and exploration was carried out until 1957. from
1957 through 1970, the jackson mountain mining company conducted larger mining operations, producing 500
flasks of mercury between 1967 and 1970 (oregon department of ... glass buttes obsidian source complex,
oregon - source catalog - 2013 structural and volcanic evolution of the glass buttes area, high lava plains, oregon.
unpublished masterÃ¢Â€Â™s thesis, unpublished masterÃ¢Â€Â™s thesis, department of geology, oregon state
university, oregon. chapter 12 glass buttes, oregon: 14,000 years of ... - chapter 12 glass buttes, oregon: 14,000
years of continuous use daniel o. stueber archaeological investigations northwest, inc. (dan@ainw) craig e.
skinner northwest research obsidian studies laboratory (cskinner@obsidianlab) for at least fourteen millennia
glass buttes, one of the largest obsidian sources in oregon, has been a source of high quality toolstone for native
american ... characterization of archaeologically significant obsidian ... - thirty-one artifacts from the robins
spring site, on glass buttes, by theprocedures in this study. the results indicate the artifacts were made from several
of the obsidian sources archaeology and the fish passage barrier federal court ... - 88 stone artifacts made of
jasper (52%), chert, chalcedony, obsidian, and basalt. mostly small flakes mostly from layer 7 12 pieces of
obsidian, sourced to glass buttes, oregon. 21 cm. 22 british shilling dating to the 1860s. 23. title: powerpoint
presentation author: kiers, roger created date : 9/6/2018 4:18:46 pm ... rock collecting guide oregon washington
- amfed - rock collecting guide oregon & washington u.s. bureau of land management general information: a wide
variety of rocks, minerals, and semi-precious gemstones is available for collecting on 16 million acres of lands
managed by the u.s. bureau of land management (blm) in oregon and washington. most blm lands are open to rock
collecting, and some areas, such as the glass buttes obsidian area in ... county: deschutes - oregon - fault zone
southeasterly from bend to glass buttes. grassy butte is within this segment, and is one of many grassy butte is
within this segment, and is one of many volcanic vents of the area that have formed by lavas exploiting this
zoneÃ¢Â€Â™s fractures and fissures to reach the surface. prehistoric trade and exchange in the interior
plateau of - the presence of obsidian artifacts in the interior plateau has been considered indicative of extralocal
contacts and exchange virtually from the start of archaeological explorations in the region. the recognition of
obsidian as a trade commodity within the plateau has a long history since early geologic studies noted the lack of
high-quality regional sources of obsidian. docuÃ‚Â mentation of ... obsidian source study, 1987 by and
introduction - obsidian source study, 1987 by d.i. godfrey-smith simon fraser university and martin p.r. magne
archaeological survey of alberta introduction as part of a research programme aimed at determining ... oregon
obsidian sources spodue mountain - 2015 glass buttes, oregon: 14,000 years of continuous use. in toolstone
geography of the pacific northwest , edited by terry l. ozbun and ron l. adams, pp. 193-207. power potential at a
sacred site - university of oregon ... - these artifacts from the glass buttes area date to approximate- ly 12,000
years ago, from the far left, to approximately 1,700 years ago with the spear point on the far right. craig e.
skinner - deschutesmeridian - 2015 glass buttes, oregon: 14,000 years of continuous use. in toolstone geography
of the pacific northwest , edited by terry l. ozbun and ron l. adams, pp. 193-207. complex hunter gatherers project muse - complex hunter gatherers prentiss, william c, kuijt, ian published by university of utah press
prentiss, william c. & kuijt, ian. complex hunter gatherers: evolution organization of prehistoric communities
plateau of northwestern na.
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